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QUESTION NO: 1
The notification category 05 belongs to ____.
A. Claim notifications
B. General notifications
C. Maintenance notifications
D. Quality notifications
E. Service notifications

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 2
If the usage decision has been made for an inspection lot, an additional inspection lot cannot be created for a production
version.
A. Correct
B. Incorrect

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 3
The following notification origins exists for the notification category 02 (quality notifications) (More than one answer is true):
A. Q3, Internal problem notification
B. Q1, Customer complaint
C. Q2, Complaint against a vendor
D. G1, General notification

ANSWER: A B C

QUESTION NO: 4
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Which statements are correct? (More than one answer is true.)
A. The material specification is valid for all clients.
B. You assign the required master inspection characteristics to the material in the material specification.
C. You can assign work centers or production resources/tools in the material specification.
D. Dynamic modification of the inspection scope is not possible when a material specification is used.
E. The material specification can’t be used for a basic quality inspection with planned inspection characteristics.

ANSWER: C D

QUESTION NO: 5
The valuation type is defined in the sampling procedure using the valuation mode.
A. Correct.
B. Incorrect

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 6
The call object for scheduling in stability studies is:
A. the inspection lot
B. the inspection Group
C. the inspection type
D. all are true

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 7
Which statements are correct? (More than one answer is true.)
A. You can record inspection results for an inspection lot, using defect data or characteristic results.
B. Each inspection is identified by an inspection point.
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C. In Customizing, you can define a maximum of 8 fields to identify the inspection point.
D. An inspection point contains the total quantity of all characteristics that are to be inspected for an operation, based on a
partial quantity or a time interval.

ANSWER: B D

QUESTION NO: 8
Which statements are correct? (More than one answer is true.)
A. The MPN profile defines how you can work with MPN materials in the procurement process.
B. Stock posting is generally performed in the Quality unit of measure of the material.
C. An manufacturer part number profile (MPN profile) is assigned to an internal material in the material master.
D. The function group QEVA_ALT_QUANTITY_INPUT contains coding that makes it possible to enter quantities in
alternative units of measure.

ANSWER: A C

QUESTION NO: 9
Which are the following control charts for qualitative characteristic? (More than one answer is true.)
A. c-control chart for the number of defects
B. u-control chart for the number of defects for each unit
C. p-control chart for the fraction of nonconforming units for each sample
D. np-control chart for the number of nonconforming units

ANSWER: A B C D

QUESTION NO: 10
Which statements are correct? (More than one answer is true.)
A. A work center can’t be assigned to the operation in the task list.
B. Materials, vendors, and customers can be assigned using the inspection plan header.
C. The plan usage is stored in the inspection plan header.
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D. Test equipment can be assigned directly to an inspection characteristic in an inspection plan.

ANSWER: B D

QUESTION NO: 11
An InfoSet can be assigned to several user types.
A. Incorrect
B. Correct

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 12
Notification category 05 belongs to:
A. Service notifications
B. General notifications
C. Claim notifications
D. Quality notifications
E. Maintenance notifications

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 13
The following notification origins exist for the notification category 02 (quality notifications) (more than one answer is true):
A. Q3, Internal problem notification
B. G1, General notification
C. Q1, Customer complaint
D. Q2, Complaint against a vendor

ANSWER: B C D
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QUESTION NO: 14
The Quality notifications origin Q2 belongs to ______
A. Customer complaint
B. Complaint against a vendor
C. Internal problem notification
D. none

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 15
Codes from different code groups within the same catalog type can be grouped together in selected sets.
A. Incorrect
B. Correct

ANSWER: B
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